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Unit 1 
 1.1 

1
Frédéric Chopin, the famous Polish composer and pianist, first met 

George Sand at a party in 1836. George Sand, whose real name was 

Amandine Aurore Lucille Dupin, was a talented novelist and feminist – 

and a very unusual woman. They fell in love with each other and spent 

some time living together in Paris. However, as people were gossiping 

about their affair, they decided to move to Majorca. It seems they had 

quite a stormy relationship and the fact that the islanders refused to 

accept their relationship didn’t help. They fell out when Sand published a 

novel describing their difficult love affair.
2
Yoko Ono met John Lennon when he was visiting the Indica Gallery in 

London in 1966. Lennon was impressed by her work as an avant-garde 

artist and they eventually got married in Gibraltar in 1969. During their 

relationship they collaborated successfully on many musical, film and art 

projects, but Yoko and John separated in 1973 after a period of marital 

difficulties. After this, they stayed in touch, but didn’t get back together 

until they met again at an Elton John concert more than a year later. It 

was actually Paul McCartney who saved their marriage, Yoko once said 

in an interview. This came as a surprise as John and Paul had quarrelled 

when John had left the Beatles and they were famously not on good 

terms. 

 1.2
As you can see from my CV, I’ve worked in this sector since I graduated 

from university. Even when I was a student at high school, I wanted 

to work in public relations. During my studies at university in Delhi, I 

took a course in professional communication, where I learnt a lot about 

the psychology of communication. And last year, I completed an online 

training course in social media communication. I’ve been with my present 

employer for about five years now. English? Well, I haven’t spoken 

English at work for a while, but I don’t think it would be a problem for me.

 1.3 
1  How was your journey, Susan? I heard you arrived really late last night.

2  I really like this place. Do you come here often? 

3  What was the weather like in Sydney when you left?

4  So, is this your first visit to South Africa?  

5  Could you pass me the water, please? 
6  Let’s have some dessert now. Have you tried these muffins? 
 1.4

1  Whereabouts are you going?
2  Do you have any idea how to get to the city centre?

3  Actually, the quickest way is by metro.
4  Do you fancy a drink?5  It must be quite a change for you, I’d imagine.

6  What kind of films are you into?
7  Excuse me. Did you hear the last announcement?

8  I’m sorry the weather is so awful.
 1.5 

I=Ivo, M=MariaI:  Do you fancy some ice-cream, Mara? 
M: Hm, I have to say it looks really delicious, but I can’t eat any more! 

Could you pass me the water, please?
I:  Yes, of course. Here you are. So, how do you like it here? Have you 

visited Prague before?M: No, it’s actually my first time here, but I’ve always wanted to visit the 

city. 
I:  Great! I can show you around tomorrow if you want?

M: Thanks. That would be lovely. 

Unit 2 
 2.1 

I usually set my alarm clock for 6.30, but I often wake up before it goes 

off. I’m a ‘morning person’ − I really enjoy the first few hours of the day 

and like to take things slowly. After having a nice shower, I have some 

green tea, listen to the news or read the paper for a while. Then I feel 

ready to go out into the world.On my walk to work, I often grab a sandwich and a coffee. I’m usually 

at my desk by 8.15 and start by checking my emails and voicemail 

messages. In the mornings there’s always lots of calls to return and 

emails to respond to, so I don’t normally take a break until about 1.30, 

when I head to the canteen to get something to eat and then it’s back 

to the desk to sort out orders and deal with delivery problems. I usually 

leave at around 5.30. Sometimes we also have to work weekends, but 

only when there are urgent orders or something has gone wrong. I try 

to get at least eight hours sleep a night so I usually go to bed between 

10.00 and 10.30.

 2.2 
I must admit I’m not a very well-organised person myself. That’s 

why I have to force myself not to do lots of things at the same time. 

Multitasking is bad for me because I usually end up doing none of my 

tasks well.  For me, it’s important to write things down and work out the 

individual tasks that need to be done. I have to prioritise, so I make a 

to-do list and mark the tasks that are most important and do those first. 

When I finish something on the list, I cross it off. To get on top of my 

schedule, I’ve just started using a calendar app on my phone. That really 

helps a lot! I just put everything into my calendar and share it with my 

colleagues. 

 2.3 
I work in project management, which is all about schedules and 

deadlines! We have a joint calendar where we enter everything – 

appointments, deadlines, meetings and so on. So the rest of the team 

knows where everyone is and what they’re working on. We usually sit 

down at 8.30 every morning and decide who’s focusing on what tasks 

that day. And then we discuss what the priorities are, what’s urgent and 

what can wait a little. We usually have a long day in the office and we 

often have to work weekends. I find it very hard to unwind and keep my 

energy levels up so I go to the gym at least twice a week. That helps me 

switch off from work for a while.
 2.4 

1  I understand you didn’t meet the project deadline. 

2  I’m concerned about how many days you’ve been out of the office 

recently.3  What are your thoughts?4  I’m very pleased with the way you’ve handled the IT project.

5  You were ten minutes late for the meeting last Monday. 

6  We’re going to take the following steps to help you prioritise better.
 2.5 

1  calendar2  schedule3  priority / prioritise4  criticise / criticism5  procrastinate6  unimaginable7  either / neither8  buffet

Audioscripts
Grammar
Unit 1
•	 Past simple 
•	 Past continuous
•	 Past perfect
•	 Present perfect

Grammar	check:	past	simple	
We use the past simple to talk about past habits and individual 
events completed in the  . In positive statements, the past simple is formed with the subject and the past simple form of the main verb (regular verb 

+ −ed or irregular form).
She joined the company in 2010.He often went to conferences when he worked there. In questions and  sentences, we use the auxiliary verb 

did and the infinitive form of the verb. We didn't attend the meeting yesterday.Did you travel to the head office last week.
1 Complete the sentences with the past simple form of the verbs in brackets. 
1		He  a book about his life. (write)2		They often  with each other. (quarrel)3		 I  out of university when I  23. (drop, be)4		A while ago, she  with a colleague from Japan. (collaborate)
5		They  each other when they first  . (not like, meet)
6		When  they  the company?  (found)7		He  his studies last December. (finish)8		Why  you  to leave university? (decide)Grammar	check:	past	continuous	

We use the past continuous to talk about actions in  at 
a specific time in the past.
It is formed with the subject, the past auxiliary was/were and the 
main verb + −ing.
The past continuous can be used to express:a  what you were doing at a certain time in the past.Around lunchtime yesterday I was sitting on the plane.He was preparing the survey the whole afternoon.b  what you were doing when something else happened.I was having dinner when the phone rang.They were talking to a client when I arrived.c  the context or background in a story. The main actions or events are usually in the past simple.He was working for a bank when I met him last time.They were negotiating with a new supplier when I talked to Eric.2 Complete the sentences with the past simple or past continuous forms of the verbs in brackets.1		He  in Marketing when I  the company. (work, join)

2		When I  last night, they  dinner. (call, have)
3		They  when they  at university. (meet, study)
4		While she  her report, I  on my presentation for the board. (work, prepare)5		 I  to talk to him in the canteen, but it   too noisy. (try, be)
6		When I  at the office, she  for me. (arrive, 

wait)
7		First, we  the results, and then I  my boss. (check, phone)
8		He  me why I  a suit and tie. (ask, wear)Grammar	check:	past	perfect

We use the past perfect to describe things that happened before 
a completed event in the past. 

When I arrived, the meeting had already started.The past perfect is used to make the sequence of events clear. When he gave his speech, he sat down. (= at the same time)When he had given his speech, he sat down. (= first he gave the 
speech, then he sat down)

The past perfect is formed with the subject, the past auxiliary 
had and the past  form of the main verb. Statements Questions Short answerPositive
I had already met him 
once before. 

Had you prepared for 
the speech? 

Yes, I had.
Negative
They hadn’t been there 
before. 

Hadn’t they worked 
there previously? 

No, they 
hadn't.

3 Choose the correct form.
1		He was wearing expensive glasses. I didn't notice / I hadn't noticed them before. 
2		Yesterday I left / had left the meeting at 3.00 p.m.3		Peter worked / had worked there for ten months when I first met him.
4		After we were discussing / had discussed the results, we went to a café.
5		Mara found / had found a new job last May. 6		When I called / had called them yesterday, they were in the middle of a discussion.
7		The presentation already started / had already started when I arrived.
8		When he arrived at the office he realised that he left / had left his keys at home.

4 Complete the sentences using the past simple or past perfect forms of the verbs in brackets.1		After they  their lunch, they  back to the office. (eat, go)
2		 I  Alex in the lift this morning. I  him for ages. (meet, not see)
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Lesson 2: How efficient are you?
 Listening 1  2.2 Listen to Azumi talking about how she keeps 

productive at work and answer the questions.

1  What kind of person is Azumi?  
2  Why does she make to help her prioritise?  
3  What has she recently started using  

to organise her schedule?  

2 Listen again and complete the sentences.

1  For me, it’s important to  and work out the 
individual tasks that need to be done.

2  I have to prioritise, so I  and mark the tasks 
that are most important and do those first.

3  When I finish something on the list, I  .
4  To get  , I’ve just started using a calendar  

app on my phone.
5  I just put everything into my calendar and  

my colleagues.

 Listening 3 Listen to Doran talking about his work. Are the sentences true or false?

True False
1  Doran works as a product manager. ▢ ▢

2  His team use a joint calendar to work together effectively. ▢ ▢

3  They decide who is working on the different tasks every morning. ▢ ▢

4  He always thinks about work when he’s at the gym. ▢ ▢

 Language
Functional 

 
4  2.3 Match the beginnings of the sentences 1–6 with the endings a–f.  

Then listen again and check.

1 We have a joint calendar 
2  So the rest of the team knows where 
3  We usually sit down at 8.30 every morning and 
4  And then we discuss 
5  I find it very hard to unwind and keep
6  That helps me switch off 

a  from work for a while.
b  decide who’s focusing on what tasks that day.
c  everyone is and what they’re working on.
d  my energy levels up.
e  what the priorities are.
f  where we enter everything.

 Grammar 5 Choose the correct word.

1  I share the calendar with three of my colleagues so they both / all / every know when I’m free.
2  We need to finish this project today, but either / neither / all of us wants to work late.
3  I hate sitting at my desk so most / each / every two or three hours I take a break.
4  Tina goes to the gym every / each / most days except Fridays.
5  Of course we discuss how to organise our work, but each / every / all of us has our own schedule.
6  Yuri and I always grab something to eat on our way to work. We all / both / neither love bagels.

6 Answer the questions about yourself.

1  What kind of tools do you use to organise your schedule?  

2  How good are you at multitasking?  

3  Do you make to-do lists every day?  

4  How often do you take a break at work / university?  

5  How do you unwind after work / university?  

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

2

10

Answers to all the activities are available on the @work Learning Platform.

This Workbook is also available in digital format. Details can be found on 
the @work Learning Platform at: www.richmondatwork.net.

Richmond Learning Platform
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Lesson 1: Partners1 People Lesson 2: First impressions
 Vocabulary 1 Complete the table with the negative forms of the adjectives using the prefixes  

un-, in- or dis- .

Positive adjective Negative adjective

1  reliable

2  honest 

3  suitable 

4  friendly 

5  competent 

6  tidy 

2 Match the definitions with the correct adjectives in 1.

1  open and warm to other people   
2  disorganised or messy  
3  dependable  
4  untruthful  
5  capable and qualified to do something  
6  not meant for a specific purpose  

 Grammar 3  1.2 Choose the correct form of the verb. Then listen to the job interview and check.

1  As you can see from my CV, I worked / 've worked in this sector 
since I graduated from university. 

2   Even when I was a student at high school, I wanted / 've wanted to 
work in public relations. 

3  During my studies  at university in Delhi, I took / 've taken a course 
in professional communication, where I learnt / 've learnt a lot about 
the psychology of communication. 

4  And last year, I completed / 've completed an online training course 
in social media communication. 

5  I was / 've been with my present employer for about five years now.
6  English? Well, I didn't speak / haven't spoken English at work for a 

while, but I don’t think it would be a problem for me.

4 Make sentences with the words and the correct form of the verbs in brackets:  
past simple or present perfect.

1  (do) recently / you / what / ?
2  (not be) there / any need / in my last job / for English
3  (join) he / the sales department / when / ? 
4  (move) from Paris / I / to Mexico City / in 2012
5  (be) she / how long / her present / with / employer / ?
6  (come) around / we / back / the world / from travelling / just

5 Answer the questions about yourself.

1  How long have you been at university / with your present employer?   

2  When did you finish school?   

3  What kinds of projects have you worked on recently?   

4  How often have you spoken English this week?   

5  When did you have your first job interview?   

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

 Listening 1  1.1 Listen to a talk about famous couples in history. Are the sentences true or false?

True False
1  Frédéric Chopin met George Sand at a concert in 1846. ▢ ▢

2  They lived in Paris for some time. ▢ ▢

3  They separated after she published a book about their relationship. ▢ ▢

4  Yoko Ono and John Lennon first met at an Elton John concert. ▢ ▢

5  They worked together on many art and music projects. ▢ ▢

6  John and Paul continued to be best friends after John had left The Beatles. ▢ ▢

2 Listen again and complete the summary sentences with words and phrases from the audio.

Frédéric Chopin and George Sand 

1  They  with each other and lived together in Paris. 
2  They moved to Majorca because people were  about their affair.
3  Apparently, their relationship was quite  .
4  After Sand had published a novel about their problems, they  .
Yoko Ono and John Lennon

5  While they were together, they  on a large number of projects. 
6   In 1973, the couple  because of problems in their relationship.
7  For over a year they  and eventually met up at an Elton John concert.
8  When John left the Beatles, it was well known that he and Paul weren’t on  .

 Grammar 3 Choose the correct preposition.
1  Sandra and Jim don’t get about / on / over with 

each other. 
2  They soon bonded by / in / over their passion for 

architecture.
3  Mike and I have a lot on / in / by common.
4  They had an argument and now they are barely  

in / by / on speaking terms.

5  Leo shares my enthusiasm for / on / over art.
6  Sergey fell in / out / off with his friend when they 

argued at the party.
7  Sometimes it’s easy to strike off / on / up a 

conversation with people you’ve never met.
8  The tensions of life on the road made for / on / up  

a stormy relationship.

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb: past simple, past continuous  
or past perfect.

1  They  when they  at university. (meet, study)
2  Frank  never  with Mike until they shared an office. (quarrel)
3  I  with Sarah very well because we  before. (get on, meet)
4  We  friends when we  together in London. (become, work)
5  Where  you  her? (meet)
6  When I  Dana, she  the project. (see, not finish)

5 Complete the sentences about people in your life.

1  I met    when I   

2  I don't get on well with    because   

3  I collaborated successfully with    on   

4  I have a lot in common with   . We both   

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

4
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1
Lesson 3: Making contact

 Language
Functional 

 
1  1.3 Listen to the six 'opening gambit' questions and complete them. 

1  How was  , Susan? I heard you arrived really late last night. 
2  I really like this place. Do you come  ? 
3  What was the  in Sydney when you left?
4  So, is this your  to South Africa? 
5  Could you  the water, please? 
6  Let’s have some dessert now.  these muffins? 

2 Match the answers to the questions 1−6 in 1.

a  No, it’s actually my second time here.  
b  Yes, at least once a week. It’s one of my favourite places. 
c  No, have you? They look delicious!  
d  Yes, of course. Here you are.  
e  Well, cold and wet. We’ve had a lot of rain recently.  
f  Terrible! It took us two hours to get here from the airport. 

 Pronunciation 3  1.4 Say the phrases. Then listen and repeat.

1 Whereabouts are you going?
2  Do you have any idea how to get to the city centre?
3  Actually, the quickest way is by metro.
4  Do you fancy a drink?
5  It must be quite a change for you, I’d imagine.
6  What kind of films are you into?
7  Excuse me. Did you hear the last announcement?
8  I’m sorry the weather is so awful.

 Language
Functional 

 
4  1.5 Complete the conversation between Ivo and Mara with the phrases in the box.  

Then listen and check.

be lovely could you do you fancy have you visited it's actually looks really of course you around

Ivo: 1 some ice-cream, Mara? 
Mara: Hm, I have to say it 2 delicious, 

but I can’t eat any more! 3 pass 
me the water, please?

Ivo: Yes, 4 . Here you are. So, how do 
you like it here? 5 Prague before?

Mara: No, 6 my first time here, but I’ve 
always wanted to visit the city. 

Ivo: Great! I can show 7 tomorrow if 
you want. 

Mara: Thanks. That would 8. 

5 Imagine you are at a meeting in Rome. How would you reply to these questions?

1  How was your flight?    

2  What was the weather like when you left?    

3  Do you fancy a trip to the city centre?    

4  Is this your first visit to Italy?     

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

Lesson 4: Review
 Vocabulary 1 Complete the email with the words from the box.

arrange contact details contacting responsible understand urgently need

2 Choose the correct word to complete the text.

3 Write words in the boxes to complete the sentences.

1  If something annoys you, it gets on your  .    

2  When you share interests, you have something in  .   

3  The verb form of the noun argument is  .    

4  Another word for work together with someone is  .    

5  Instead of Would you like a drink? you can say: ‘Do you  
 a drink?’    

6  Literature which is normally not based on facts is called  .   

7  A person who is well-liked by many people is  .    

8  Another word for late, e.g. ‘The flight was  for two hours’.    

4 You want to strike up a conversation with a colleague visiting from another office. Write down 
five questions using the prompts in brackets.

1  (first visit?)    

2  (journey OK?)    

3  (weather in hometown?)    

4  (a coffee?)    

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

6
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6  Let’s have some dessert now.  these muffins? 

2 Match the answers to the questions 1−6 in 1.

a  No, it’s actually my second time here.  
b  Yes, at least once a week. It’s one of my favourite places. 
c  No, have you? They look delicious!  
d  Yes, of course. Here you are.  
e  Well, cold and wet. We’ve had a lot of rain recently.  
f  Terrible! It took us two hours to get here from the airport. 

 Pronunciation 3  1.4 Say the phrases. Then listen and repeat.

1 Whereabouts are you going?
2  Do you have any idea how to get to the city centre?
3  Actually, the quickest way is by metro.
4  Do you fancy a drink?
5  It must be quite a change for you, I’d imagine.
6  What kind of films are you into?
7  Excuse me. Did you hear the last announcement?
8  I’m sorry the weather is so awful.

 Language
Functional 

 
4  1.5 Complete the conversation between Ivo and Mara with the phrases in the box.  

Then listen and check.

be lovely could you do you fancy have you visited it's actually looks really of course you around

Ivo: 1 some ice-cream, Mara? 
Mara: Hm, I have to say it 2 delicious, 

but I can’t eat any more! 3 pass 
me the water, please?

Ivo: Yes, 4 . Here you are. So, how do 
you like it here? 5 Prague before?

Mara: No, 6 my first time here, but I’ve 
always wanted to visit the city. 

Ivo: Great! I can show 7 tomorrow if 
you want. 

Mara: Thanks. That would 8. 

5 Imagine you are at a meeting in Rome. How would you reply to these questions?

1  How was your flight?    

2  What was the weather like when you left?    

3  Do you fancy a trip to the city centre?    

4  Is this your first visit to Italy?     

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

Lesson 4: Review
 Vocabulary 1 Complete the email with the words from the box.

arrange contact details contacting responsible understand urgently need

1

2 Choose the correct word to complete the text.

1

2

5

6

3 Write words in the boxes to complete the sentences.

1  If something annoys you, it gets on your  .    

2  When you share interests, you have something in  .   

3  The verb form of the noun argument is  .    

4  Another word for work together with someone is  .    

5  Instead of Would you like a drink? you can say: ‘Do you  
 a drink?’    

6  Literature which is normally not based on facts is called  .   

7  A person who is well-liked by many people is  .    

8  Another word for late, e.g. ‘The flight was  for two hours’.    

4 You want to strike up a conversation with a colleague visiting from another office. Write down 
five questions using the prompts in brackets.

1  (first visit?)    

2  (journey OK?)    

3  (weather in hometown?)    

4  (a coffee?)    

CHECK YOUR  
VOCABULARY!

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

7
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Test yourself
Choose the correct answer. For every correct answer you score one point.

Lesson 1: Working too hard?2
 Vocabulary 1 Choose the correct preposition.

1  Arnold set on / up / over his first business when he was 26.
2  It took nearly three years to bring the product at / to / on market.
3  He came on / over / up with the idea of a new golf trolley at university.
4  They started looking for / at / on clients who were interested in larger orders.
5  Things are going very well and now they’re adding up / on / to the product range.
6  They had a fantastic response and sold off / up / out within 10 days.

 Listening 2  2.1 Listen to Alan talking about his typical day. Are the sentences true or false?

True False
1  Alan never wakes up before his alarm clock rings. ▢ ▢

2  He enjoys taking everything slowly in the mornings. ▢ ▢

3  He arrives at the office at around 8.15 a.m. ▢ ▢

4  Alan finishes work at 6.30 p.m. ▢ ▢

5  He normally has to work weekends. ▢ ▢

3 Listen again and complete the sentences. 

1  I usually  my alarm clock for 6.30, but I often  
before it goes off. 

2  I’m a ‘morning person’ − I really  the first few hours of the 
day and like to take things slowly. 

3  On my walk to work I often  a sandwich and a coffee. 
4  In the mornings there’s always lots of calls to return and emails to 

 to, so I don’t normally take a break until about 1.30. 
5  I  to the canteen to get something to eat and then it’s back 

to the desk to  orders and  delivery problems. 
6  I  to get at least eight hours’ sleep a night so I usually go to 

bed between 10.00 and 10.30.

 Grammar 4 Complete the sentences with a, the or – (no article). 

1  She works seven days a week. I’d call her  workaholic.
2  Some of my colleagues find it hard to relax in  evenings. 
3  Do you sometimes lie in  bed thinking about work?
4  We often have to work late, especially when there’s  deadline.
5  He doesn’t have  time for a hobby. 
6  I don’t often get the chance to eat properly during  day.
7  I’d like to take  time off to travel.
8  She’s always in  office by 8.00.

5 Answer the questions about yourself.

1  What time do you set your alarm for?    

2  When do you normally have lunch?    

3  How much sleep do you get?    

4  What do you usually do after work?    

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

1  I  lunch in the canteen when my boss phoned with an 
urgent question.

 a  had
 b  did have
 c  was having

2  They had a big argument last week and since then they  
to each other.

 a  haven’t spoken
 b  didn’t speak
 c  don’t speak

3  I noticed that they  to the speech.
 a  don’t really listen
 b  haven’t really listened
 c  weren’t really listening

4  I realised that I  Andrew at the sales conference last 
year.

 a  met
 b  had met
 c  was meeting

5  Tell me about someone  to meet.
 a  always you’ve wanted
 b  you’ve always wanted
 c  you’ve wanted always

6  A:  Your laptop looks pretty old. How long  it?
 B:  I bought it about five years ago. 
 a  have you had
 b  did you have
 c  do you have

7  If you don’t speak to another person, you aren’t on speaking 
 with them.

 a  levels
 b  conditions
 c  terms
8  Another word for working together with someone is  .
 a  combining
 b  collaborating
 c  connecting

9  She had never  out with anyone in her life until recently. 
 a  fallen
 b  fell
 c  fall

10  A:  What’s Gina like?
 B:  She’s a really nice person, very warm and  .
 a  liking
 b  likely
 c  likeable 

11  He’s hardworking, accurate and careful not to make any 
mistakes. He’s very  .

 a  confident
 b  conscientious
 c  crooked

12  Smart and well-dressed is the opposite of  .
 a  capable
 b  scruffy
 c  confident

13  A:  Is Sebastian honest?
 B:  Oh yes. He’s very  .
 a  trustworthy
 b  trusting
 c  distrustful

14  Using software to analyse large databases is called data 
 .

 a  finding
 b  mining
 c  collecting

15  When writing an email, always send extra information as 
 .

 a  a copy
 b  a file
 c  an attachment

16  In formal emails, don’t sign  with just your first name.
 a  on
 b  under
 c  off

17  Use  when you start a formal email with ‘Dear Mr 
Jones’.

 a  Yours sincerely
 b  Best wishes
 c  Yours faithfully

18  Always  a copy of any business emails you send.
 a  secure
 b  save
 c  safe

19  A:  Excuse me. Did you hear what the last  said?
 B:  Yes, I did. They said the flight to L.A. has been delayed.
 a  statement
 b  announcement
 c  argument

20  I need to get to Cannon Street. I’m  to be in a meeting 
at 9.30.

 a  supposed
 b  planned
 c  imagined

Score:  / 20 points

1

8
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